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ABSTRACT

In this letter, we recall briefly the generalized Casimir elements of a finite dimensional

Lie algebra. We specify those of orders two and three : when the Lie algebra is simple

(even semisimple), we begin by normalizing the former (the quadratic), and then we study

some actions of the latter (the cubic). In particular, we introduce a graphical formalism,

translating rigorously the tensorial calculus. This allows us to prove the main theorem in

a graphic theoretic manner.
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1- History and Introduction

The Casimir elements of a Lie algebra are those in the center of its enveloping algebra.
They play a crucial role in representation theory. They are specially useful for both
theoretical physicists and mathematicians who work in the frontier of physics, J-P Elliot
[6], M. Gell-Mann [7j.

In L-C Biedenharn's and Racah's works, [2] and [9] respectively, we notice the use of the

Casimir elements to classify the irreducible representations of the simple Lie algebras of

finite dimension. We claim that these elements are very useful, and can be used effectively

to restore, at least partially, the theory of representation of semisimple Lie algebras, and

other related topics. A part of this program is discussed in [4],

In this letter we associate to each (simple) Lie algebra L of finite dimension N over

the field of complex numbers, a serie of scalars (Ck)k>o related to the Casimir elements

(<5k)jfe>o (Definition 2.1). We calculate in detail the first four, for k = 0, 1, 2, 3), which

constitute what we will call the four-fold of a Lie algebra (Definition 2.2). The main

theorem concerns the case where k = 3, and states that Ca = — \ (Theorem 2.3) once

we normalize Cv to be equal to 1 (Theorem 2.1). We give also a generalization of the

main theorem which states that the relation C3 = — j §2 holds in the enveloping algebra

(Theorem 2.4). So consequently, the main theorem works also for L-modules.

We propose here four different proofs of the main theorem, one of them uses a graphical

formalism, introduced in Section.3. Finally, we mention that the calculation presented

here is the beginning of a new classification of Lie (super) algebras of finite dimension :

E. Angelopoulos [1], M. El Houari [4].

Throughout this letter we take L, a simple Lie algebra of dimension N over the field

of complex numbers. We denote by U(L) its enveloping algebra. Let (Xa) aet be a fixed

basis of L, I being a set of N indices. The Einstein summation convention will be used

each time there is a dummy index.

2- The four-fold associated to a simple Lie agebra

We recall first that the structure of the Lie algebra L is determined by its tensor of

structure constants (Ca /3)a, p, y e 1 s u c n that :

[Xa , Xp] :— Xy CPa p

satisfying the two relations :

Ca 0 = - C0 a (Skew - symmetry)

= 0{Jacobiidentity)

(1)

(2)

(3)



The indices will be indifferently designated by x,y,z,...,a,b,c, ...,a,fi,y,...

Let g. . be the metric tensor (Killing form) :

g<xB •= TraceL{adXa . adXg)

C V

C. U ^ 0 V (4)

g. is symmetric and admits, as matrix, an inverse g- • such that :

By means of the metric tensor and its inverse, we can define the following tensors :

C \ := / • C\ , (6)

Ca 0^ := ga » Cu
fl , (7)

C " -> := g1 " C° 0
U (8)

Finally, we have the duality relation :

Remark 2.1 :
1) The tensors Ca p -, and C " ^ are skewsymmetric on the three indices.

2) The tensor defined in (6) gives the structure constants of the dual space V. The basis

of this Lie algebra is given by (Xa) Q€/ such that :

Xa := ga "X0

These elements satisfy, of course, relations of type (2) and (3).

3) The Jacobi's relation (3) can be rewritten in the form :

Ea0yS •= 9" " {{Ca S u C0 7 „ + C0 S , Cy a v + C^i

(10)

= 0 (11)

Now we are ready to define the generalized Casimir elements. Let us consider firstly the

quadratic one C2, which is more prominent in the literature :

= XaX
a in U{L) (12)

We recall that C2 is independent of the basis of L. We denote by C2 the corresponding

operator :

C2 := ga B adXa adXp in EndL{L) (13)
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We have the following normalization theorem :

Theorem 2.1 : We have (72 = IdL, that is :

' 0 A

(14)

Proof : By (5) and the relation ga 0 = gr " gu' Cr a „ C, 0 v, we have :

M na 0 u r s~t

A = 9 9 W a

— 9" r ff " Ca r X 0

= S" o
Remark 2.2 :

1) In fact, the non trivial actions of 62 are those on I 8 k , for any positive integer k. The

corresponding operator is designated by <7f . We have (7f' = ~C2. Here we are interested

only in the operator given by (13), the other cases are studied elsewhere by the author

(see for instance El Houari [4]).

2) The relation (14) shows that the quadratic Casimir element Ci acts on L by the

identity. We say that this element is normalized. We note that this does not happen for

every choice of basis of L. In general, it is useful to proceed first by the normalization,

which means simply a change of basis.

From (6) and (7), (14) becomes :

C
a

= - d (15)

Now in order to define the Casimir elements of higher orders (cubic, quadric, etc ...), we

need a generalization of the metric tensor. To do this, we set :

&>, oj - a, := Tracer {adXai adXai • • • adXa,)

^ ai u, ^ o2 u2 ^ a, u.

For q = 2, we find again (4). We also define the dual tensor

a, oj ••• a, . _ TraceL

(16)

u,

adXa>, ••• adXa")

sta, u,
^ u , , (17)

Definition 2.1 : The Casimir element of order q is the central element in the enveloping

algebra given by :

: = ga>°>C, := g a< XaiXa, ••• Xa, in V(L) (18)



Cq is independent of the choice of basis in L. We associate to it the operator 7Tq given by:

Remark 2.3 :
1) Remark 2.1 holds also in this case. So we have a (q , fc)-family of operators C^k lying

in EndL(L9k).
2) There are many ways to define the tensors introduced in (16) and (17) : see for example

A-P Stone [10]. We find :

•= Trace,

— f — i'W n

••• adX a,) (20)

Now, we are ready to introduce the series of scalars (Ck)k>o mentioned in Section 1.

We know, by Schur's lemma, that the operators (C,), > o (See (19)) act by scalars on L.

We denote by (C,), > o the corresponding family of scalars, that is to mean such that

C, = C, Idi,, for every q > 0. It was shown by the author [5] that it is enough to

compute the first four of these scalars, that is to say for q = 0, 1, 2, 3. So we have the

following :
Definition 2.2 : The quadruple (Co, C\, C2, C3) is called the four-fold of the Lie algebra

L.

In the following, we have to compute the four-fold defined above. The first three compo-

nents of it are already known :

Co = N (= dimension of L)

C\ = 0 {by semisimplicity of L)

Ci - 1 (by Theorem 2.1)

For the computation of the fourth component C3, we proceed as follows : first, we par-

ticularize the relations (16) to (19) to the case where q = 3. We obtain respectively

.
0 f •—

9 9 9 ^ a u tut 1^0 v uf ^ t w til

g 0 -y .

Cz :=

Cl :=

f u f~*0 v fry w

/-to u u»/ (-10 v uf /-T7 w vt
ui y-v vt yiu tw ^ ^ ^

^ ^ in U{L)

(adXa adXp adXf) in EndL(L)
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(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

Then, we establish the relationship between the tensors g, . . and C. . ., summarized in

the following theorem :

Theorem 2.2 : We have the following relations :

1
0 1 —

I-a 0 1 _ I Q" 0 1

i f

(25)

(26)

(27)

Proof : We need just to establish the relation (25) ; the other two are simply deduced

using (15). However, we present two kinds of proofs for this result.

Proof 1 : It is inspired by the graphical formalism introduced in Section 3.

First an L-invariant transformation of (11) gives :

g" •" g"""'

which, after expansion, becomes :

0 = g^g^'g'
i vJ _v v'

'a vi v/t *sw v u ^/3 i vt ['

g g g o^ vf w, \^p v u o^ w «/

Then by using (5) or/and (21), we find :

[A] : = g" "* ga u C0 f u

(28)

1 D I *v vt rtu ui ui wt

g g g

r/̂ i , _i» vi u uf u* vii si /~i /•>
It— J . = g g g va v, wl O 7 u „ O ĵ w w

— ga f 0 — — ga 01

So we obtain (25). O

Proof 2 (Hint) : First, we establish by a direct computation the relation :

ga 01 — g0 a f = Ca 0 7 (29)

Then, we use the fact that ga p ̂  is completely skew-symmetric on a, /? and 7, S. Okubo

[8]. O
At this stage, we can state the main theorem, which is in fact just a corollary of the



previous one (Theorem 2.2) :
Theorem 2.3 : The action of the cubic Casimir on L is such that C3 = -\ Idi, that

is to say :

('-' 3) X — 9

(30)

Proof : We propose two kinds of proofs, which differ deeply in spirit.

Proof 1 : Thanks to the relations (5) to (8) and (26), we begin a straight calculus which

allows us to complete the proof. The details are as follows :

) x — g
0 r „<! ~i

g g
'90r 9" y 9a 0 x

v vl w uit

9 g
because of (21)= 9

= - \ 9" ' C% x C , , because of (25)

= - I *

r 9°'' CcpxC-ir. because of (5) and (7)

because of (4) and (5) O.

Proof 2 : This proof is very lengthy, but it contains interesting techniques. It is based

essentially on the non trivial fact that the relations (27) and (30) are the same (as will

be shown in the proof below).

Firstly, by Schur's lemma, there exists a scalar k such that :

= k<5"A (31)

We have to study the relationship between the relations (27) and (31) towards the stat-

ment of their equality, so we will deduce that k = — j .

For this, we introduce the tensors G\ and D' :

G\ := -
C*

So the relations (27) and (31) become :

^ = " ? K
G\ = k S\

(32)

(33)

Finally, the problem consists in showing that the tensors in (33) are equal. We will use,

if necessary, the numbers G := &»v G% and D := 8", D\.

As a first step, we have the following lemma :

Lemma 2.1 : The tensor G"^ is almost equal to the tensor £>"„. That is to say :

Proof :

(34)

"kC'h
iC

VI
( C\,C"xll-Ci

jxC
- C j

 x Cy, k C* h,:C %
&\Ci „ C k

a C \ C\ ,C'I(,

because of (9)

, C\ „ because of (9)

6)

because of (9)

because of (9)

a,

Remark 2.4 : The right hand of (34) is almost equal to D"^ : we have just to interchange

o and 7 in the terms marked in bold, not to be confused with changing a and 7 as dummy

indices (which is always possible). The difficulty to each Vu is related, on one hand to

the multitude of dummy indices, and on the other hand to the foresight we have to use

in order not to alter the steps previously cleared.

As a second step towards the main theorem, we have the lemma :

Lemma 2.2 : We have the following decomposition :

G\ = (35)

where

Tiv t~if> a f~tv b /~i0 /-vy /~T0 s~ic a

Proof : We use essentially the Jacobi's relation :

G\ = ce\ci">cc*%cl3
t)acr'll/1c%

$ a U ft 0

c°\ c \ c\ „ cr;

= D\ + H^ O

To finish the proof of the main theorem, it is enough to establish the following and last
lemma:



Lemma 2.3 : The tensor H"^, given by (35) (lemma 2.2), is equal to zero.

Proof : Firstly, we rewrite (34) as :

try /~*8 o /~*v b

= -gtuc*\c
c U 0 o

a rtv b
O

r«t>l a

Then, we notice that g, . . . is invariant under circular permutation. So we can rewrite

(35) in such a symmetric way :

{ # £ = - C % C " " * « • < /oK\

H = -C^jC'-'ft-..! ( d 6 )

The relation (36) is so rigid that it will permit us to recognize easily the tensor H£ through

the remainder calculus. We will prove that H = 0, and the same proof goes for the

proof of the present lemma. Using the relation :

we establish easily :

H = — 0 j , G <?u 6 d o

C 6 a /~ib u d „ i /"fa $ fib u d /~i0

b C ge u d a + 0 ( , 0 ^ B XJ.9& da

(37)

Computation of A :

C O u /^ia b d
J l u i a +

where

u /^o b d „
( .0 ge u d a

\ Ca b d ge a . d + \ C "" C, . gB «

\ C b d C\ ge

= - H + Ce\CabdC0
gagpud because of (36)

of (37)

= -H + (C$\C"eC
e0,gi,ui)

= -H - C0ceCu\Cdb
cg0Ud

= -H - tf
= - H - D

and

A fB d fia u d „
Ai — O fcO gB u d a =

= - H because of (36)

So we obtain A = - 2H - D.

Computation of B :

= -C$
tC*b

tC
$c

tgtii.

= -gBad9l)d» because of (26)

So we obtain B = D. Finally, we conclude that # = 0 as is required and this ends the

second proof of the main theorem. O

Remark 2.5 : The relation (30), precisely with \ instead of — j , was already established

by A-P. Stone [10]. But the author in [10] used classical tools according to the Cartan's

classification.

It is clear that the transcription of what was done above, permits us to state the analogue

to relation (30), when we consider C3 , v, the operator corresponding to the action of the
cubic Casimir element in some irreducible //-module V of finite dimension (see also [10]).
The following theorem says even more :
Theorem 2.4 : We have the following relation :

C3 = - i Ci in U(L)

Proof : In U(L), we see easily the following :

C3 := s

(38)

= l- ca 0 •'{xa, xfi\

^
= -\c2 o

10



It is natural to think about the computation of the other numbers (Ck)k>*- It was shown

by the author [5] that this can be done using only the four-fold (Definition 2.2). In fact,

it is shown, in [4] and [1], that the four-fold contibutes thoroughly in the the classification

of simple Lie algebras- of finite dimensions. More precisely, we can propose the following

heuristic table :

cq
9 = 0
q = 1
9 = 2

9 = 3

Value
iV = dim L
0
1

_ i

Interpretation |
Classify the underlying vector space structure of L.
Related to the semisimplicity of L.
Related to the simplicity of L. Expresses the
normalization of the quadratic Casimir element.
Related to the Lie algebra's structure of L.
Constitutes a fundamental pillar when stating
the classification of finite dimentional simple
Lie algebras.

Originally, the calculation of the number C3 was started when the author was trying to

prove the well known result found in a work of S. Okubo [8], but without proof. This

result says that SymCz :— \ £ „ € s% {ga " "" Xa Xp X,), the symmetric cubic Casimir

element of L, acts trivially (that is to say with 0 as eigenvalue) in all types of simple Lie

algebras outside the special linear case (Type An). So the element SymCz classifies the

simple Lie algebras into two classes : An and the others. In other words, this element

recognize only the mother Lie algebra (this means the one from which follow the others,

via well known ways).

The above discussion suggests consideration of the element C3, the non symmetric one,

as a classifying element for all types of simple Lie algebras. We conclude this section

by noticing that the same techniques as developed here, permits us to prove the result

related to

3- From the tensorial calculus to the graphical one and vice-versa

In this section, we will translate graphically the tensorial calculus developed in the previ-

ous section. Instead of introducing the appropriate graphical formalism, we will proceed

just by establishing a dictionary translating some algebraic concepts and relations, in

terms of Feynman diagrams. We obtain, in particular, an easy proof of the main theorem

(Theorem 2.3). This kind of diagrams has been abundantly used in the literature, both

by physicists (See P. Cvitanovic [3]) and mathematicians (See P. Vogel [11]).

11

Dictionary

The present dictionary consists of the following corespondences :

17

(39)

gap = - J M H i - (40)

(41)

We can also define the dual quantities corresponding to C -̂,, g° " and C & "". This is

simply done by changing the directions of the arrows in the above pictures. Moreover, we

have seen in the previous section that the tensorial calculus used there comes down to the

only use of the tensor Ca 0 -»••• Graphically, this is translated by the omission of directions

in all diagrams, like those of (39)-(41). For example, the normalization of the quadratic

Casimir element (Theorem 2.1), is expressed by the following graphical relations:

a 0 (42)

The Jacobi's identity is expressed by the relation :

which becomes, after forcing the indices to be in the same places :

(43)

= 0 (44)

12



The skewsymmetry condition becomes :

(45)

To conclude this dictionary, we notice finally that the tensor ga p , becomes :

a
9a D-, =

(46)

We notice, following the previous remark, that the tensor ga 0 7 is represented graph-

ically by the same diagram as (46).

Now, we are ready to prove graphically all the results established in the previous section:

Third proof of Theorem2.2 :

First, we notice that the relations (25) and (27) become, respectively :

(47)

(48)

To establish (47), we have just to appoint the trivalent diagram, given by (39), in

the left hand side of (44), which corresponds to the composition with some L-invariant

operator. So we obtain :

= 0

13

which becomes, after (42) and (45) :

= 0

This gives the required relation (47). To obtain the relation, (48), we simply apply

twice (47). <0

Fourth proof of Theorem2.3 :

First, we notice that the completely skewsymmetric tensor Ca & "* is represented by :

0
(49)

(50)

The action of the operator U3 on the Lie algebra L is given by :

_ 1
~~2'

(51)

Finally, an immediate application of the relations (42) and (47) allows us to obtain

the graphical relation :

(52)

which gives a proof of the main theorem (Theorem 2.3). O

14



To conclude the present work, we give the graphical translation of the relation (34) :

(53)

where the sign + (resp. — corresponds to the Lie algebra structure (resp. the dual Lie

algebra structure). We notice, after the conventions previously mentioned, that these

two diagrams become the same, so their equivalence is trivial, which was not the case by

means of tensorial calculus !

Remark : The graphical formalism, introduced in this section, seems to work, at least,

in the case of classical Lie superalgebras. In particular, the main theorem (Theorem 2.3)

seems to be true in this case.
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